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The following photographers have shared their images of the Page Education Foundation program participants, staff, and leadership for use in this publication. We are grateful for their support.

Matt Blewett, Copyright 2017, Matte B Photography (Page 1, 21, fold-out)
Kayla Hammell, Copyright 2018, Intermixed Arts (Page 2, 6, 12, 15, 16, 17, 19, 27)
Jerry Holt, Copyright 2015, Star Tribune (Page 25)
Richard Olmias, Copyright 1975, Star Tribune (Inside back cover)
Glen Stubbe, Copyright 2012, Star Tribune (Page 7)
Marina Uehara, Copyright 2015 (Page 9, 13)
Caroline Yang, Copyright 2017, Caroline Yang Photography (Page 5, 21, fold-out)

Special thanks to Kayla Hammell, Caroline Yang, and Marina Uehara for their photography services and ongoing support of the Page Education Foundation.
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Dear Friends,

Since 1988, the focus of the Page Education Foundation has remained the same. Our mission is creating hope by providing scholarships, support and service to Minnesota’s students of color. Our motto is: Creating heroes through education and service. Our clarity of purpose makes us uniquely well suited to do what we do. Thirty years of developing Minnesota’s heroes has confirmed one of the Foundation’s underlying assumption: Educating students to think critically is essential to creating hope.

Even as we affirm the value of the foundation’s work, we must acknowledge the financial reality of accomplishing our task. The average cost of a degree has increased more than 100 percent since our founding year. Our greatest challenge going forward will be continuing to meet the needs of our scholars. Each year, we receive more than 1,000 scholarship applications; but we can only accept about half of that number. In the years ahead, we also hope to increase the number of applicants we accept and the amount of the grants we give.

When Diane and I are out in the community, we meet our Page Scholars everywhere. They are store managers, engineers, writers, doctors, nurses, bankers, accountants and teachers making a contribution locally, nationally and globally. When we started the Foundation, our vision for the future was what we see in the good work of our current and former scholars today. They make us very proud.

Sincerely,

Alan Page    Diane Sims Page
Founder and Board Chair   Founder and Executive Director
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In 1988, as Alan Page was being inducted into the NFL Pro Football Hall of Fame, he and his wife, Diane Sims Page, were searching for a way to create hope for young men and women of color in Minnesota. Alan’s own work ethic and a deeply held belief in the value of education drove his success.

During his tenure with the Minnesota Vikings, he was a full-time law student at the University of Minnesota Law School. Alan’s legal career led him from a large Minneapolis law firm to the Attorney General’s office to a seat on the Minnesota Supreme Court in 1993—the first African-American Justice to serve on the court.

The Page Education Foundation started with a conversation. Alan’s daughter challenged him to look beyond providing scholarships, saying, “That is a good idea, but you could do so much more by having your scholars work with young children.”

In the first year, with the support of the Minnesota Vikings, the Foundation established a mission that united scholarships for Minnesotans of color pursuing higher education with academic-focused service and mentoring to children across the state. Thirty years later, the Foundation has grown from 10 annual scholarships to more than 500 each year. Page Scholars, in turn, have tutored tens of thousands of children, becoming role models for academic and professional success.
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Page grants are a transformative investment in the future of Minnesota’s communities of color. A key predictor for academic persistence among disadvantaged families is financial aid. Page Grants help close the gap, one student at a time. Our grants work on a model of community reciprocity: recipients receive annual, renewable scholarships to offset the cost of their post-secondary education and commit to educational service projects directed at kindergarten to eighth grade children across Minnesota.

WE INVEST IN YOUNG PEOPLE TO BUILD HOPE AND OPPORTUNITY.
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MEET RADHIKA: As a first-generation college student, and with parents already supporting an older brother’s college education, Radhika worried about imposing an additional financial burden on her family. Despite starting work at 14 to save for college and taking free college courses during high school at Normandale Community College, financial need weighed heavily on her.

“I hoped to help out my parents financially,” Radhika says. “Having my sibling already in college, my family is trying very hard to make ends meet to keep him in school.”

Radhika’s Page Grant helps relieve the cost of her post-secondary education, letting her focus on her studies in computer science and, during the summer, her IT internship with Thomson Reuters, which she secured through her connection with the Foundation. As a volunteer at Cornelia Elementary School, Radhika boosted students’ reading confidence and math skills. She also has provided math tutoring to students at Ifly Tech, developing her own leadership skills and confidence along the way.

Because of her volunteer experiences and awareness of her education’s value, Radhika is already thinking about her personal legacy as a role model for children of color.

“Providing support to students of color is crucial so they can discover their true potential. Alan Page’s support through the foundation makes me want to do better in school, knowing that minority students like me are being valued. Alan Page has inspired me with his work.”

—RADHIKA TANDON, University of St. Thomas (2020)
Bachelors in Computer Science

PAGE GRANT PROGRAM

500 Page Grants are awarded annually. The average grant is $1,000-$2,500
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Since 1988, Page Scholars have invested more than $10 Million worth of service hours in Minnesota communities through the Page Foundation’s Service to Children Program.

Through the Service to Children program, Page Scholars represent a bright future to Minnesota children in Kindergarten through eighth grade. Every Scholar completes at least 50 hours of literacy tutoring and mentoring, providing academic support to at-risk and children of color and modeling ethical leadership, volunteerism, and educational success. A Page Grant doesn’t stop with a single Scholar—it starts a lifetime of giving back to the community.
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MEET ISAIAH: Isaiah never expected to follow in his mother’s footsteps. As a business major with a laser focus on his future in business technology management and executive leadership, he started volunteering with Big Brothers Big Sisters of Central Minnesota with more pragmatism than enthusiasm, but he ended up finding a new passion for youth education.

“My mother is a teacher and I used to hear stories about how hard it was to keep students focused for the whole school day,” Isaiah recalls. “Never in my life did I think that I would enjoy spending the same amount of time with students.”

With an excellent academic record and a valuable professional network via Page Connections in place, Isaiah’s drive to excel in his post-graduate business career is still strong. But his time in the Service to Children program has changed his perspective. Working as a mentor, tutor, and teacher’s assistant in the Minneapolis Public School System, Isaiah developed soft skills like self-awareness, patience, empathy, and social responsibility—all essential to good leadership. He has seen the students he works with grow as learners and classmates. Having grown up without a father, Isaiah especially relishes the opportunity to be a role model to his students.

“I am able to give them a positive role model, a friend to play with, and a relatable, helping hand in their school work...I want to have the kind of powerful impact that Alan has, not for myself, but to benefit the community.”

—ISAIAH HAUPT, St. Cloud State University (2019) Business Management and Marketing, Minor in Economics
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Thirty percent of Page Scholars are first-generation college students. Their personal drive propels them into higher education; many are the first member of their families to pursue white-collar work, and they lack access to professional relationships and networks. Page Connections delivers that access. In 2017, in collaboration with WorkFountain, the Page Education Foundation launched an innovative platform to match Page Scholars to local jobs and internships, bring professional development and career readiness workshops to college campuses, and build intentional mentor relationships with community professionals.

WE CREATE ACCESS TO PROMOTE SUCCESS.
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PAGE CONNECTIONS PROGRAM

MEET PARIS: When Paris Yarborough started as a Page Scholar, she didn’t know any lawyers, much less any lawyers who looked like her. She grew up on the East side of St. Paul with her mother, who struggled with substance abuse. She spent her time in community centers and libraries, where she found academic support, encouragement, and her first role models. She experienced firsthand the importance of investing in communities and helping families empower themselves.

“I am the first in my family to earn a four-year degree and the first to go to law school,” Paris says. “I’m here to be a lawyer because I want to see my community succeed.”

Page Connections equips Paris with the tools and professional network she needs to become an advocate for her community. As a new graduate of Augsburg College, Paris met mentor Irene Kao, a practicing attorney, through Page Connections. “Irene really pushed me, even when I felt like I was going in circles. She was such a good mentor to me, I think about ways I can be a mentor to others, now.”

Paris credits mentorship, Page workshops on intersectionality and leadership skills, and access to a broad network of attorneys of color working in the Twin Cities with helping her find her purpose as a future lawyer in family and juvenile law. Her involvement with Page Connections has already come full circle: in her final years of law school, she has started mentoring younger Page Scholars herself.

“Page Connections lets you lean on the shoulders or follow in the footsteps of successful women of color who know what you’re going through and where you are coming from...I want to give girls the chance to see the value of law school and help them through it the way the Foundation has helped me.”

—PARIS YARBOROUGH, Augsburg College, University of St. Thomas Law School (2019)
Bachelors in Political Science, Juris Doctor
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“WHAT I ADMIRE THE MOST ABOUT THE WORK OF ALAN AND DIANE PAGE AND THE PAGE EDUCATION FOUNDATION IS THAT THEY PROVIDE FINANCIAL SUPPORT TO STUDENTS OF COLOR WHO ARE PURSUING HIGHER EDUCATION, AND THEY ASK THOSE SAME STUDENTS TO RETURN TO THE COMMUNITY AND SERVE AS ROLE MODELS FOR THE YOUNGER GENERATION. THE PAGE EDUCATION FOUNDATION TEACHES STUDENTS THE MOST IMPORTANT PART OF SUCCESS, WHICH IS REMEMBERING TO ‘SEND THE ELEVATOR BACK DOWN’ FOR SOMEONE ELSE WHEN YOU MAKE IT TO THE TOP.”

KEVIN WARREN, MINNESOTA VIKINGS CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER
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On September 10th, Alan and Diane Sims Page welcomed over 1,000 community members to the U.S. Bank Stadium, home of the Minnesota Vikings, for the 2016 All Stars Gala, celebrating the 29th year of the Page Education Foundation. Live music, entertainment, game-day fare, and a silent auction greeted Page Scholars and Alumni, donors, and community partners. Page Scholars shared their stories and post-college aspirations with guests. Scholar Abigail Andrade Flores, a freshman at St. Olaf College in Northfield, summed it up:

“There are some people who are really paying it forward. They care about the future generation. It is so touching that the foundation is able to support people who otherwise don’t have these opportunities. It gives me hope in humanity.”

The annual gala honors the all-star supporters and stakeholders, including the Minnesota Vikings, who help Page Scholars pursue higher education and mentor children in communities across the state.
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ALAN RELEASES 2ND CHILDREN’S BOOK
In 2014, Alan Page and his daughter, Kamie Page, collaborated on a second book for children. The Invisible You invites children and adults to consider the differences that make every child unique—and the common experiences that bring them together. Proceeds from each of Alan and Kamie’s books for children supported the Page Education Foundation in fiscal year 2016 and 2017.

NEW LEADERSHIP UNDER AMANDA MOUA
In December 2014, long-time Program Manager, Amanda Moua, took the helm of daily operations as the Page Education Foundation’s Administrative Director. In close collaboration with Executive Director, Diane Sims Page, and the Board of Directors, Amanda leads the foundation in continuing its mission-driven work and building relationships in the community to bring educational equity to Minnesota’s students of color. Fiscal year 2016 marked her first full year as Administrative Director.

JUSTICE ALAN PAGE’S RETIREMENT
In August 2015, after more than 20 years as a justice on the Minnesota Supreme Court, Alan Page took his final leave from the bench. For nearly 40 years, Alan devoted his career and his philanthropy to helping people of color overcome discrimination. In his retirement, he has turned his full attention to developing and continuing the work of the Page Education Foundation.

CLE SEMINARS LAUNCH
On May 6, 2016, the Page Education Foundation hosted the inaugural Justice Alan Page Elimination of Bias Continuing Legal Education (CLE) Seminar. The yearly seminars build awareness of ethics and the elimination of bias in the law for attorneys and their communities. Proceeds from the event directly benefitted Page Scholars.

INAUGURAL DOGGIE WALK
The inaugural Doggie Walk for the Page Education Foundation took place on the beautiful summer morning of July 8, 2016, at Lake of the Isles in Minneapolis. The walk brought Page Scholar Alumni together to connect with and mentor current Page Scholars following in their footsteps. As an open community event, the Doggie Walk attracted hundreds of families and their dogs to take a stroll with Alan Page in support of higher education for students of color in Minnesota. The first year’s success has made the Doggie Walk an annual event.
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"THE STORY OF THE PAGE EDUCATION FOUNDATION IS ABOUT EMPOWERMENT. IT’S ABOUT SELF-ADVOCACY. ULTIMATELY WE ARE NOT HERE TO BE HEROES FOR OUR STUDENTS. WE’RE HERE TO EMPOWER THEM. OUR PURPOSE IS TO HELP THEM FIND THE HERO WITHIN."

AMANDA MOUA, ADMINISTRATIVE DIRECTOR
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The achievement gap for students of color is a national problem, and the gap in Minnesota is among the nation’s worst. Starting in high school, students of color are two to five times more likely to drop out, perpetuating low participation rates of students of color in higher education. For students of color who pursue post-secondary education, less than half will graduate with a degree after six years.

Race and socioeconomic status continue to be the two most reliable, self-perpetuating predictors for a Minnesotan’s ability to earn a degree, make a comfortable living and become contributing members of society.

For thirty years, we have worked to increase and retain the participation of young people of color in post-secondary education, provide positive role models of color to K-8 students, and foster professional networks of mentorship. In the coming years, we intend to continue the work of ensuring equal opportunity for Minnesotans with renewed focus on recruiting and retention for those communities still underrepresented on our campuses. The Page Education Foundation has always been ahead of its time. Thirty years later, the future we envisioned still lies ahead.

THE PAGE EDUCATION FOUNDATION’S PROGRAMS ARE DIRECT, Targeted, AND COLLABORATIVE RESPONSES TO MINNESOTA’S STARK EDUCATIONAL EQUITY GAPS.
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT

The Board of Directors
Page Education Foundation
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Report on Financial Statements
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of Page Education Foundation (Foundation), which comprise the statements of financial position as of June 30, 2016 and 2015, and the related statements of activities, functional expenses, and cash flows for the years then ended, and the related notes to the financial statements.

Opinion
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of Page Education Foundation as of June 30, 2017 and 2016 and 2015, and the changes in its net assets and its cash flows for the years then ended in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.

Lurie, LLP
Minneapolis, Minnesota
January 9, 2018

To review the complete audited Page Education Foundation financial statements along with 990 forms, please visit page-ed.org/about/community-report

"OUR GREATEST CHALLENGE GOING FORWARD WILL BE CONTINUING TO MEET THE NEEDS OF OUR SCHOLARS. EACH YEAR, WE RECEIVE MORE THAN 1,000 SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATIONS, BUT WE CAN ONLY ACCEPT ABOUT HALF OF THAT NUMBER. IN THE YEARS AHEAD, WE HOPE TO INCREASE THE NUMBER OF APPLICANTS WE ACCEPT AND THE AMOUNT OF THE GRANTS THEY RECEIVE."
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ALAN PAGE
The Page Education Foundation is a nonprofit, tax-exempt organization founded by Pro Football Hall of Fame inductee and former Justice of the Minnesota Supreme Court, Alan Page. Our mission is to encourage Minnesota students of color to pursue post-secondary education.

The Page Education Foundation is dependent upon the generosity of corporations, foundations, and individuals for 100% of our funding. Your on-going generosity and support will create a legacy that will change the future for thousands of Minnesota's children.
The Page Education Foundation is a nonprofit, tax-exempt organization founded by Pro Football Hall of Fame inductee and former Justice of the Minnesota Supreme Court, Alan Page. Our mission is to encourage Minnesota students of color to pursue post-secondary education.

The Page Education Foundation is dependent upon the generosity of corporations, foundations, and individuals for 100% of our funding. Your on-going generosity and support will create a legacy that will change the future for thousands of Minnesota’s children.
FY 2016 FINANCIALS

7/1/2015—06/30/2016

INCOME
Contributions—Cash $1,272,275
Contributions—Non Cash $8,464
Interest/Misc $64,760
TOTAL REVENUE $1,345,499

EXPENSES
Program Expenses $909,778
General Administration $146,904
Fundraising $140,489
TOTAL EXPENSES $1,197,171

NET ASSETS
Change in Net Assets before Investment Gains $148,328
Net Investment Gains $45,875
CHANGE IN NET ASSETS $102,453

BEGINNING $4,452,411
END $4,554,864
## FY 2017 FINANCIALS

### 7/1/2016—06/30/2017

### INCOME
- Contributions—Cash: $1,800,419
- Contributions—Non Cash: $13,760
- Interest/Misc: $38,461
- **TOTAL REVENUE**: $1,852,640

### EXPENSES
- Program Expenses: $979,349
- General Administration: $164,106
- Fundraising: $254,228
- **TOTAL EXPENSES**: $1,397,683

### NET ASSETS
- Change in Net Assets before Investment Gains: $454,957
- Net Investment Gains: $292,935
- **CHANGE IN NET ASSETS**: $747,892

**BEGINNING**: $4,554,864  
**END**: $5,302,756
BOARD & STAFF LISTS

FY 2016

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Karen Boros
Michael Jordan
Alan Page
Justin Page

ADVISORY BOARD
Aj Austerman
Juan Becerra
Laura Bishop
Jerry Blackwell
Joel Conner
Andre L. Creighton
Beth Dooley
John Farni
Karen Hanson Riebel
William J. Hardy
William Hittler
Anne Hunter
Jeanine L. Johnson
Julie Matonich
Munir Meghjee
John Morgan
Russell Mosley
Thomas Muck
Deon Norals
Jon Nygren
Rebecca Peterson
Kevin Warren
Craig Yolitz

STAFF MEMBERS
Maria Ferguson
Tim Hudson
Amy Lee
Amanda Moua
Sharon Schoenecker
Diane Sims Page

FY 2017

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Karen Boros
John Farni
Michael Jordan
Alan Page
Justin Page

ADVISORY BOARD
Aj Austerman
Juan Becerra
Laura Bishop
Jerry Blackwell
Joel Conner
Andre L. Creighton
Beth Dooley
David Edgerton, Jr.
Karen Hanson Riebel
William J. Hardy
William Hittler
Anne Hunter
David Jones
Julie Matonich
Munir Meghjee
John Morgan
Russell Mosley
Thomas Muck
Deon Norals
Jon Nygren
Rebecca Peterson
Alex Tittle
Kevin Warren
Craig Yolitz

STAFF MEMBERS
Maria Ferguson
Tatum Hawkins
Tim Hudson
Amy Lee
Gina Mortenson
Amanda Moua
Kathy Moua
Diane Sims Page
2015-2016 DONORS

$50,000 & ABOVE
Anonymous
Vanessa Dayton
Northstar Education Finance, Inc.
Thompson Family Foundation
Travelers

$20,000-$49,999
Minnesota Vikings
Michael Morris and Robin Durst
National Football League Foundation
Alan and Diane Sims Page
The Minnesota Foundation
Unity Avenue Foundation

$10,000-$19,999
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Minnesota
Capella University
Carlson Family Foundation
James J. Dunne, III
The Edward J. Phillips Family Foundation
General Mills
George Family Foundation
Gros Foundation
Phyllis Kahn
Kirk and Kathy MacKenzie
Dennis and Sallie Mathisen
Henry and Victoria Miles
Robins Kaplan LLP
Jim and Jan Singal
Les and Karen Suzukamo
Joseph and Cecelia Szurzowski
Cornelius and Betty Ann Wiens
Wright for Justice Committee
Angus and Margaret Wurtele

$5,000-$9,999
Arthur T. Erickson Charitable Foundation
Atthuin Foundation
Best Buy Company, Inc.
Gargi, Inc.
Michael and Ann Cremo
David and Vicki Cox
Dave and Jodi Dent
Robert and Kristin Dudacek
Element Fleet Management
Gerald and Kathleen Erickson
Richard Erickson
Fredriksson & Byron PA
Gustafson Glueck PLLC
Tom and Janine Heffelfinger
Hubbard Broadcasting Foundation
Kelen Family Foundation
Fred and Kay Kreibiel
L. & N. Andreas Foundation
Rand and Petrina Levy
Loram Maintenance of Way, Inc.
Martin and Brown Foundation
Matonich & Presson/Matonich Law
Medtronic, Inc.
Laura Miles
John and Sheila Morgan
Mueting, Raasch and Geohardt PA
Northern Tier Energy
PSA Charities and Fundraising, Inc.
RBC Wealth Foundation
Shakopee Mdewakanton Sioux Community
Software Diversified Services
St. Jude Medical/Abbott
Thomson Reuters
TJX Foundation, Inc.
WCA Foundation
Warren F. Weck, Jr. Charitable Trust

$2,000-$4,999
Tom Amundson and Sally Weissman
Anonymous
Thomas and Mary Austin
Duncan and Barbara Barr
Lawrence and Ann Berle
Karen Boros
Gary and Susan Boyd
Briggs and Morgan PA
David and Kathy Carlson
Richard and Diane Cohen
Michael Debelak and Janet Conn
Russell Cowles
Wendy Dayton
Julia Dayton
Paegre Baker Daniels
Fredriksson & Byron Foundation
John and Martha Gabbert
H. E. and Helen Warren Foundation
Eric and Sarah Hoggard
Holiday Companies
Philip and Susan Jones
David and Jan Jones
Thomas Jr. and Claire Kayser
Patrick and Margaret Keating
Bruce and Nancy Lamo
Lindquist and Vennum LLP
Lockridge Grindal Nauen PLLP
Louis and Mary Kay Smith Family Foundation
Lee Lynch and Terry Saario
Jim Marshall and Sue Landwehr
Munir and Sophie Meghjee
Alfred and Ann Moore
Robert and Sandy Morris
Nilan Johnson Lewis PA
R. E. Swager Family Foundation
RBC Wealth Management
Riverway Foundation
Stacy Schultz
Solutran
John and Marsha Southerner
Warren and Mary Lynn Staley
TCF Bank
UnitedHealth Group
Jeanne Voight
Jeremy Wadman and Judith Beizer
Maxine Wallin
Steve and Mary Watson
Wells Fargo
David Wilson and Michael Peterman
M. Patricia Wuest
Zimmerman Reed

$1,000-$1,999
3M
Matthew and Amy Anderson
Bruce and Martha Atwater
Bassford Remele
Tim and Doris Bayler
BC Properties LLC
Eugene Borgida and Susan Wolf
Robert Bras and Julie Matonich
R.D. Bruce
Janet Coates
Richard and Judy Corson
Jay and Page Cowies
Christopher and Ingrid Culp
Dady & Gardner PA
Scott and Julia Dayton Klein
Amos and Sue Deinard
Dorsey and Whitney LLP
Downtown Dogs
John Eisberg and Susan Kline
Michael and Patty Feeney
Benjamin and Rebecca Field
Brad Frederiksen and Laurie Rice
B.J. French
Jack Germanson
Margaret Getman
Gray Plant Mooty
Greene Espel PLLP
Steve and Roxane Gudeman
Alfred and Ingrid Harrison
Larry Hendrickson and Barbara Forster
Charles and Carol Johnson
Thomas and Marlene Kayser
Erwin and Miriam Kelen
Thomas Keller, II and Victoria Keller
Kelley, Wolter and Scott PA
Irvin and Barbara Kessler
James and Susan Lenfestey
Leslie Phillips Family Foundation
David Liliehau and Winfred Smith
David and Diane Lilly
James Lockhart and Janie Mayeron
Lurie LLP
Mark and Nancy Mammel

*Deceased
Maslon LLP
James McCarthy and Gloria Peterson
Richard and Joyce McFarland
John and Theresa McKeon
McKnight Foundation
Meagher and Geer PLLP
William Mease and Mary Thorpe
Meshbesher & Spence
Janet Meyer
John Michael and Kris Coleman
Nancy Middleton
Minneapolis Jewish Federation
Minnesota Planned Giving Council
Charles and Gay Moldow
John and Christine Morrison
Tom Muck and Vicki Ahl
Mugunthan Mugunthan
William Murphy
Douglas and K.K. Neiman
Michael Pelcan
Premier Bank
Prospect Creek Foundation
Joseph and Tricia Pupel
James Rustad
Saint Thomas Academy
Herve and Jennifer Sarfate
Daniel and Margaret Shulman
Jessie and Linda Singh
Edson and Valerie Spencer
Michael and Megan Tamte
The Sherwood Foundation
Thompson Flanagan & Co. LLC
Albert and Parker Trostel
US Bank
Thomas and Donna Utsunomiya
Vrede Partners, Inc.
Karen Viskochil
Charles Weber and Laura Bishop
Westminster Presbyterian Church
Whitney Foundation
Rufus and Elizabeth Winton

$500-$999
Jeanne Andre
Woodbury and Cynthia Andrews
Brenda Arbeiter
Mike Arbeiter
David and Susan Casper
Fuller and Constance Cowles
Edward and Sherry Ann Dayton
Steve Euller and Nancy Reohr
Richard and Patricia Fishel
Robert and Linda Fisher
Nancy Goldman
Windian and Brenda Hail
Richard and Carrie Higgins
John and Colleen Hooley
Jonathan and Anna Horning Nygren
Sandra Lee Hove
Eric Janus and Carolyn Chalmers
Douglas and Linda Jones
Robert and Dorothy Kelly
Robin and Starla Krause
Craig Kvamme
Terry Lee and Deborah Hutchinson
James and Sharon Lewis
Bruce and Cheryl Little
David and Margaret Lucas
Margaret A. Cargill Foundation
Mattson, MacDonald, Young, Inc.
Brent and Diane McAllan
Jim and Candace McComb

Minnesota CLE
Minnesota State Bar Association, Inc.
Katherine Murphy
Nicholson Family Foundation
Robert North and Carol McIntyre
Bruce and Carol Olson
Jeff Oxley and Jeanne Delaney
Benjamin and Whitney Paha
Russell and *Elizabet Peteron
Michael Phelps
Walt Pickhardt and Sandy Resnick
Tom and Janet Rajala Nelson
Jamal and Amy Raspberry
Paul and Mary Reventt
Roger Jr. and Paula Roe
Amos Rosenbloom and Marsha McDonald
Fadil Santos and Jan Kleinman
Stephen and Tamra Schallier O’Neil
Tom and Patrice Snaidick
Lee Sheehy and Cathy Lawrence
Bonnie Skelson
Ken and Sally Soence
James Stai and Judith Conrad
Gary and Rita Stenson
Theodore Stern
Mark and Mary Stred
Peter and Mary Styx
John and Amy Tillotson
Kathy Times
Frank and Toodie Trestman
*Emily Anne Staples Tuttle
Steve Webb and Kelo Sugioka
Edward Wilson

$250-$499
Ameriprise Financial
Barry and Sandra Baines
Nicholas and Karen Basil
Barbara Belew
Steve and Gall Brand
John Breitinger
Marion and Elsa Brown
William and Constance Cameron
Wilda Campbell
Cliff Bar Family Foundation
Wendy Crane
Kenneth and Janie Cram
Ulf Stefan Cunningham
Barbara Davis
Ann Dayton
Mary Deever
Mel Dickstein and Linda Foreman
*Rosemarie Dolan
Dale and Cathy Feste
Paul and Brenda Fischer
William Flanagan and Nancy Zingale
Richard and Karen Folden
Friends of the Rockford Library
Clifford and Karyn Greene
Janet Hagberg
Robert Hartman
Paula Hayden
Marguerite Heden
Mary Ellen Hennen
Arthur and Jacqueline Henzel Lasky
William Hittler and Donna Watz
James and Ann Howard
William Hue and Laura Chaloner
Penelope Hunt
Jim and Carol Hynes
Todd and Mary Jacobson
Benjamin Jacoby and Amanda Moua
Patrick and Carolyn Jones
John and Marcia Jones
William and Patricia Kelly
Andrew and Ann Kirn
Christopher and Peggy Klug
Kowalski’s Markets
Thomas and Barbara Leighton
Craig Luedemann and Mary Robischon
Seymour and Susan Mansfield
Samuel and Patricia McCullough
Microsoft
Wendell and Marlene Miller
Stan and Carrie Mork
MPLS Retired Teachers, Inc.
Gary and Mary Jo Muellerleile
Jack and Nvice Myers
James and Lorna Nelson
Richard and Joan Niemiec
Dan Nordby and Barbara Rawley
Frank Okunak
James and Wanda Osborne
Ronald and Molly Poole
Patricia Rateile
Donald and Jean Regan
Richard Rignell
Jules and Joanne Schulman
W. Phillips and Barbara Shively
Robert and Joanna St. Clair
Jim and Jan Stephenson
Gerard and Patricia B. K. Stewart
Sheldon and Ellen Sturgis
Joseph and Marcia Sullivan
Joseph and Laura Svoboda
Delroy and Doris Thomas
A.J. Michael and Linda Thompson
Anthony Thompson
Jane Thompson
Thrivent Financial for Lutherans
Foundation
Charles Tombarge
*Clayton Umbles
David and Marie Uppgaard
Urban Tails Pet Supply
Dana Hazel and Michael Vespasiano
Eugene and Claudith Washington
Whispering Bells Foundation
Frank and Frances Wilkinson
Timothy Wilt and Kristine Ensrud
Ann Wyma
Xcel Energy Foundation

$249 & UNDER
Mark Abbott
Nathaniel Abdul-Khaliq and Victoria Davis
Bruce and Teresa Ackland
Chip Acri
Dan Ahrens
Samuel Amtabili, II
Busela Akinwale Manthei
Denise Alden
John and June Alexander
John and Genesis Alexander
C. S. Allin
Richard Allison
AmazonSmile Foundation
Lynn Anderson
Paul and Jan Anderson
Anta Anderson
Dale Anderson

*Deceased
Mark Anderson  
Russell and Kristin Anderson  
Marvin Anderson  
Brenda Anderson  
Anonymous (4)  
Fred and Jan Apple  
Charles Aquilina  
Matthew Arana  
Steve and Jane Aumuth  
Rebecca Baertsch  
Gary Baker and Sarah Evert  
Chris Barnes  
Debora Barron  
Paul and Patricia Basbagill  
Romaine Bayless  
Lisa Beane  
James and Willarene Beasley  
Daniel Bell and Carolyn Rusch  
Gabriel Benedict  
Bruce Beneke and Martha Eaves  
Alan and Carol Bensman  
Janet Benson  
Steve and Mindy Benton  
Thomas and Margit Berg  
Timothy Berg  
Robert and Pamela Berkowitz  
Alexander and Sara Blood  
George and Mary Boden  
William and Nancy Bohline  
Marvin and Betty Borman  
Judith Boudreau  
Robert and Alexandria Bowen  
Darrin and Jennifer Brand  
Diane Bratrol  
Mike Brennan  
Peter and Ellen Brown  
Mona Brown  
Jeff Bryan and Elizabeth Kramer  
Tom and Jan Buckman  
Laurel Bulen  
Kevin and Lillian Burnett  
Jim Caffrey  
Lee J. Caffrey, Jr.  
Nick Campanario and Noah Cooper  
Lorraine Cannon  
Patricia Carey  
Arne and Susan Carlson  
Steven and Catherine Carlson  
Gertrude Carlson and Jane Alrich  
John Carlson and Lois Hollingsworth  
Jodie Carlson and Matthew Huron  
Timothy and Stacy Carns  
Timothy Carroll  
Charles Casey and Barbara Muesing  
Susan Charles  
Mark and Marcia Cherniack  
Walter and Dawn Chesley  
Jenny Chomilo  
Stephen Chu  
Janet Clymer  
Allen Cole  
Barbara Conklin  
Gary Conney  
Stephen Conover  
Diane Cowdery  
David Crittenden  
Susan Cunningham  
James and Karen Dahl  
Dennis and Janelle Danforth  
Zaid Dansa  
William Danz  
Phillip Davis  
Margaret Johnson Davis  
Tom Dehler  
Marc and Rita Coyle DeMeuals  
Larry and Lakiesha Dennis  
Thomas Dicks  
Christopher and Peggy Dietzen  
Maria Dillon  
Mark DiNatale  
Margo Dinseen  
Rodney Dixon  
Douglas and Katharine Donaldson  
Duchesne Drew and Angela Davis  
Lee and Judith Duran  
Gayle and Jerry Dustrud  
Deborah Dyson  
East Lyme High School Football Hall of Fame  
James and Janet Eckman  
Michael and Betty Elson  
Jean Enloe  
Robert and Nancy Erickson  
Peter and Cecelia Erickson  
Raymond and Marie Erickson  
Chris Ertel  
Robert Falsani  
K. Jean and Julie Farni  
Maria Ferguson  
David Finke  
David Fischer  
Richard and Carol Fisk  
Beverly Fitzgerald  
Edward Forbes  
Larry and Toni Forsland  
Paul Freeman  
Dick and Kathryn Freimuth  
Del and Mary Friesen Seitz  
Barbara Frey and Howard Orenstein  
Ian and Carol Friendly  
Ben Friesen andKamie Page  
James Fritz  
Al and Patricia Frost  
Kristin Funk  
Tibor Gallo and Kathleen Peake  
Gary Gardner and Helen Kivnick  
James and Judy Gaviser  
David Geister and Patricia Bauer  
Mark Gelle and Claudia Miller  
John and Janet Gendler  
Gari and Al Gersbach  
Mark Gilberstad  
Robert and Cynthia Gilbertson  
Peter and Scotty Gillette  
Archie Givens and Carol Meshbesher  
Paul Godfrey  
Amy Goerwitz  
Brian and Carolyn Golberg  
Betty Goodale  
Lori Gordon  
Jeffrey and Carol Grady  
John Grattan and Kay Pedrett  
John and Joan Grieman  
Martin Grifl and Yvonne Sherlock  
Dwight Grotte  
Donald and Constance Grussing  
Steven and Jaclynn Gunn  
Dennis and Tanya Hagen  
Thomas Hamlin and Rachel Johnson  
David Hammond and Karen Hering  
Kent and Barbara Hanson  
Michael and Ramona Harristhai  
James Hart  
Sid Hartman  
Deceased  
Todd Hauschildt  
Kirk and Tatsum Hawkins  
Mark Heaney  
Nicole Helland  
Wendy Hendrickson  
Kristin Henning  
John Heu and Kong Chia Moua  
Patricia Hierl  
Leon and Tori Hill  
Betsy Hirsch  
Alan and Judith Hoffman  
Eric Hoffman  
Denise Holder  
Patricia Hollanden  
Joyce Holm  
Tori Holt  
Mary Hoopman  
Andrew Horstman and Katy Perry  
Sarah Howard  
William and Julie Howard  
Tim Hudson  
Ronald and Renee Hunter  
April Hussong  
Dan and Maria Huth  
Mark Hyman and Cecilia Brennecke  
Ted Isenberg and Carroll Barnes  
Michael James and Kathleen Winters  
Robert Janzen  
Nicole Jenks  
Hope Jensen  
Raymond and Julia Joehl  
William John and Kiyl McDonald  
Janis Johnson  
Elizabeth Johnson  
Josie Johnson  
Michael and Rosemary Jordan  
Steven and Anita Jordan  
Judith Kahn  
Christine Kain  
Todd Kalis  
Manuel Kaplan  
Mavis Karm  
Eldon and Kathleen Kaul  
Robert Kelly  
Nathan Kellen  
Dennis and Roberta Keller  
David Kelley and Molly Maloney  
Thomas Kelly  
John and Shary Kempainen  
Terence and Moira Kennedy  
Elin Keyes  
Ralph and Patricia Kiland  
Judy Kilgore  
Sharon Kind  
William Kiala and Baraba  
Lebunduguth  
Margaret Kleben  
Harvey and Judy Kleyman  
Patrick and Kathy Klingaman  
Richard Knuth and Susan Albright  
Joyce Knutsen  
Paul and Mary Knutson  
Thomas Kottke  
Dean and Kathy Koutsuy  
George and Paul Kuzmiak  
John and Mamiko Lake  
Dennis and Patricia Laliberte  
Joe Langer  
Clifford and Marcia Larsen  
Mark and Susan Larson  
Laura Larson  
Frank and Brenda Lawler
Bertram Leach
Amy Lee
Charles and Mary Leer
Seymour Levitt
Marilyn Levy
Paul and Pat Levy
Ronald and Judith Libertus
Kristin Nering Lockhart
Diane Loeffer
George Logan
Priscilla Ann Lord
Frederick and Pamela Lott
Terry and Linda Marie Louie
Bruce Low and Miriam Rong
Charles Lundberg
Raymond and Lorraine Lundquist
Nick Lynn
Jim and Sarah MacGillis
Richard and Janet
MacKenzie-Polanski
Gayann Mackey
Terrence Mackin
Michael Magoon
Bill Maguire
Rider Malnowski
Rebecca and Michael Manthei
Christiana Martenson
William and Gondace Marx
Stuart and Robin Mason
Addie Mattson
Brian and Tricia Matzek
Maria Maughn
Jane Mauer
Kevin and Jamie McDonald
Justin McGowan
Chris McKinley
Rosemary McMonigal
Jeffery McNaught and Lori Mittag
Wade and Tammy Mears
Sandra Meeks-Page
Neil and Gail Meyer
Joe Meythaler
MFG, Inc.
Wayne and Gladys Mikola
Mary Miller
Beverly Miller
Robert and Deborah Montgomery
James and Kristin Morgan
Theodore Morgan
Michael Morrow and Katherine
MacKinnon
Pangchia Moua
Patricia Muenzhuber
Patricia Mullen
Sarah Mulligan
William and Chouhei Mulin
John and Joyce Myers
Franklin Myers
Richard and Charlene Mykiebust
Christopher Neumeier
Michael and Debra Newman
Thomas and Molly Niebergall
Randy Niemioc
Deon Nolans
Bradley Nordgren
Northern Lights Combined Federal
Campaign
Louis Oberhauser
*Dean Oberprillier
Gary and Mary O'Brien
John and Jean O'Connell
Janice Olsen
James Olson
Owen and Elizabeth O'Neill
Ashley Orman
Timothy and Cindy Owen
Gary and Celeste Paquin
Justin and Christine Page
Timothy and Dianne Parish Bautch
Roger and Suzanne Park
Mary Jo Parker
Ara and Katie Parsegian
Patrick Burns and Associates
Seymour Pederson, Jr.
John and Mary Periolat
James and Wilma Perry
Bruce and Tania Peterson
Leanne Pinney
Hongkham Phothirath
T.J. and Tami Pierrot
Steven Pincus and Michelle Strangis
Koleen Pitzer
Charles and Marietta Pitzel
Planet in Peace Foundation
Edward and Peggy Plumer
Joseph and Linda Polski
William and Pauline Posten
Lawrence Poston
*Thomas and Kathleen Potter
Leo Proctor
Rob Pyle
Charlie Quimby and Susan Cushman
John and Anne Quincy
Michael Quinn
Joe Rasch
Thomas and Peggy Radio
Matthew and Michelle Ragan
Gladyes Randle
Anthony and Kathleen Reber
Robert and Audrey Rees
Jason Reese
Bob and Jan Rehren
Barbara Renshaw
Elizabeth Repe
Jeanne Reuter
James and Marianne Roche
John and Dianne Rodenberg
Katherine Rogowski
Vincent Rollier
Anthony and Erin Rose
Rene Rosenfeld
Melinda Rosenow
Lee and Marlene Rubenstein
Helen Rubenstein
Marjorie Ruch
Ryan Companies US, Inc.
Jessica Ryker
Craig Savage
Steven and Jane Scallen Wells
Brody Schaefer
Patricia Schaffer
Arnd Schell
Adam Schiesl
Dave and Sharon Schoenecker
Marilyn Schroeder
Michael Schwab
Thomas and Patricia Scott
Dennis and Carol Seefeldt
Gene and Bonnie Sellner
Dakar Senegal
Wayne and Anne Serkland
Robert and Rebecca Scolli
James and Carol Simonson
Gerald Sims
*Arnold and Carol Skaar
Glen Sklenarik
James and Jenella Slade
Richard Slowes and Laura Wilcox
Jarrett Smey
Charles and Carolyn Smith
Ryan Smith
Steve and Diane Solomon
Sports Legends, Inc.
State Bar Association of North Dakota
Douglas and Wendy Steele
David Steglich
Robert Stein
Renae Steiner
Eric and Larisa Stemen
Bradley Stenson and Maureen
Mahoney
Walter and Cookie Stephan
Craig Stevens
Jordan Stolp
Frank Stone and Lynn Olson
Timothy and Karen Streb
Richard and Glenda Struthers
Robert and Stephanie Stuart
Margaret Sullivan
Donna Svendsen
Michael and Sandra Swimoff
Charles Talliaferro and Jil Evans
Francis and Alice Tangney
Hazel Tanner
Ryan Tate
Mark TenEyck and LaTaya Osborne
Bob and Christine Tennesen
Greg and Helga Thilen
Robert and Mary Thompson
Jamie Tiedemann
Thomas Tinkham and Jacquelyn
Hauser
Rodney and Ruth Tyberg
Artika Tyner
Linda Tysk
Janice Unstad
Michael Van Cleve and Rebecca
Iverson
Mark and Sandra Vandenberg
Tad and Anne Vander Vorste
Rodrigo Vazquez
Randall and Lisa Verschette
Gary and Patty Vertleson
Zorayda Vidal-Farin
John and Barbara Vivian
Daglin and Mary Vornruden
Richard and Kyla Wahlstrom
Kay Wangard
Thomas Warth
David and Ruth Waterbury
John and Janet Watson
Brian Weisner
Kyle Wellman
Margaret Wesely
Raymond and Cheryl Weston
Gregory and Ellen Weyandt
Norman Wilk and Katherine Barrett
James Wilkinson
Mary Elizabeth Williams
James Williams and Mary Braem
Foster
Helmut and Mary Ann Winter
James and Kimberly Woelber
Jason Woods
Brian and Stephanie Woods
Stephen Woodward

2015-2016 Donors

*Deceased
John Wyant
Jean Wylie
William Yang
Andrea Yang
Robin Yang
Sue Yang
Joseph Patrick Young
Van Zandt and Elizabeth Hawn
Paul and Elizabeth Zerby
Alan and Bonnie Ziskin
Michael Zwick

IN-KIND GITS
3 Squares Restaurant
Acme Comedy Co.
Al Vento
Amelia & Holly's Compassionately
   Crafted Canine Treats
American Swedish Institute
Aveda
Bakelite
Tim and Doris Baylor
Black Sheep Coal Fire Pizza
Blue Plate Restaurant Company
T.J. Bonnett
Karen Boros
Bryant-Lake Bowl
Justin Buoen
Gahnoun Beach Framing
Capella University
Carlson Rezidor Hotel Group/
   Radisson Hotel Group
Derek Chamberlain
Jim Peterson and Kathi Jo Chappell
Culver's
Dairy Queen
Element Gym
Express Press
Michael Farquone
Faribault Woolen Mill Co.
John Farn and Kirsten Swanson
Felstyn Girl Art
Fern's Bar & Grill
Fired Up Studios
French Meadow Bakery & Cafe
Fulton Brewing Company
Gertens
Anthony and Beth Gruenke
Hammer Made
Andrew and Karen Hanson Riebel
Hell's Kitchen
Dan and Jane Hittler
William Hittler and Donna Watz
Holy Land
Hotel Ivy
Ronald and Renee Hunter
Illusion Theater
Izzy's Ice Cream LLC
Benjamin Jacoby and Amanda Moua
Jadt Food Group LLC
Jawaahir Dance Company & The
   Cassandra School
Jimmy John's
Jon Charles Salon
Patrick and Carolyn Jones
Kowalski's Market
Kurt Muller Design
Cliff and Susan Lake
Dennis and Patricia Laliberte
Leitner's Garden Center
Steve Litman
Elio Lopez
MacPhail Center for Music
Martin Patrick 3
Minneapolis Institute of Arts
Minnesota Orchestra
Minnesota State Fair
Minnesota Timberwolves Fastbreak
Foundation
Minnesota Twins
Minnesota Vikings
Minnesota Wild
Minnesota Zoo
Mixed Blood Theatre
ModCloth
Mother Earth Gardens
Tom Muck and Vicki Ahl
Michael and Debra Newman
Douglas and Virginia Peterson
Linda Picone
Bryan and Beth Powell
Paul and Mary Reyets
Room and Board
Saints North Maplewood
Shakopee Mdewakanton Sioux
   Community
Shoreview Community Center
Alan and Diane Sims Page
Spong PR
Stinson Leonard Street LLP
Sun Country Airlines
TGI Fridays
The Basilica of Saint Mary
The Bow Tie Shoppe
The Dog House Bar & Grill
Travelers
University of Minnesota Bookstores
Bob and Carol Vaughan
Joe and Karla Vaughan
Vertical Endeavors
Vine Park Brewing Company
Craig and Kimberly Yolitz
2016-2017 DONORS

$50,000 & ABOVE
Anonymous
Heisman Trophy Trust
Minneapolis Foundation
Northstar Education Finance, Inc.
Otto Bremer Trust
Robins, Kaplan, Miller and Ciresi
Foundation for Children
Travelers

$20,000-$49,999
Vanessa Dayton
Minnesota Community Foundation
Minnesota Vikings
Michael Morris and Robin Durst
National Football League Foundation
Alan and Diane Sims Page
PSA Charities and Fundraising, Inc.
The Edward J. Phillips Family Foundation

$10,000-$19,999
Beckman Coulter Foundation
Best Buy Company, Inc.
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Minnesota
Carlson Family Foundation
Delta Dental of Minnesota
Gerald and Kathleen Erickson
Robert and Kristin Dudacek
General Mills
George Family Foundation
Graco Foundation
Gustafson Gluek PLLC
Humana
Phyllis Kahn
Judith H. Koch
Dennis and Gail Mathiesen
Medtronic, Inc.
Henry and Victoria Miles
Jim and Jan Singal
Thomson Reuters
UnitedHealth Group
Cornellius and Betty Ann Wiens
Wurtele Family Foundation

$5,000-$9,999
Rob and Carolyn Albright
Athwin Foundation
Marlys Barry
Belliard Foods
Bieber Family Foundation
Erika Binger
Blackwell Burke PA
Michael and Ann Ciresi
David Dayton and Mary Bolla
Richard A. Erickson
Edward Hervin
Hubbard Broadcasting Foundation
Kellen Family Foundation
Fred and Kay Krebbs
L. & N. Andreas Foundation
Allen and Kathleen Lenzmeier
Rand and Petrina Levy
Kathleen MacKenzie
Kirk MacKenzie
Mankato Area Foundation
Maslon LLP
Minnesota State Community and Technical College - Fergus Falls
John and Sheila Morgan
Mueting, Raasch and Geishardt PA
Stuart and Katherine Nielsen
North End Community Foundation
Northern Tier Energy
Patterson Companies, Inc.
Paul and Mary Reyelts
Robins Kaplan LLP
Silicon Valley Community Foundation
Software Diversified Services
St. Jude Medical/Abbott
TOC Bank
TOC Foundation
The Saint Paul Foundation
TJX Foundation, Inc.
Tria Orthopaedic Center
Warren F. Weck, Jr. Charitable Trust
WCA Foundation
Wells Fargo Foundation
Westminster Presbyterian Church

$2,000-$4,999
3M
Mark Addicks and Tom Hoch
American Family Mutual Insurance Company
Tom Amundson and Sally Weissman
Barbara Barr
Karen Boros
Gary and Susan Boyd
Briggs and Morgan PA
David and Kathy Carlsen
Carol Fitzgerald Memorial Trust
Ciresi Conlin LLP
Jay and Page Cowles
Wendy Dayton
Julia Dayton
Michael Debelak and Janet Conn
Cy and Paula DeCosse
Faegre Baker Daniels
Fredrikson & Byron Foundation
Fredrikson & Byron PA
Larry Fitzgerald, Sr.
John and Martha Gabbert
Jack Germanson
Gilbert Mediation Center, Ltd.
Steve and Roxane Guiderman
Samuel and Mirja Hanson
Van and Liz Hawn
Eric and Sarah Hoggard
Inhealth Innovative Solutions LLC
Raymond and Susan Johnson
David and Jan Jones
Philip and Susan Jones
Thomas Jr. and Claire Kayser
Patrick and Margaret Keating
Doug Kelley
Robert Kelly
Bruce and Nancy Lamo
Lindquist and Vennum LLP
Lockridge Grindal Nauen PLLP
Louis and Mary Kay Smith Family Foundation
Lee Lynch and Terry Saari
Munir and Sophie Meghjee
Ronald and Kim Meshbesher
Meshbesher & Spence
Minnesota Builders Exchange
Minnesota Orchestra
Minnesota Private College Council
Alfred and Annie Moore
Robert and Sandy Morris
Michael and Susan Morton
Mosaic
Nilan Johnson Lewis PA
Jonathan and Anna Horning Nygren
Bill and Suzanne Payne
Quantitative Asset Management LLC
R. E. Swager Family Foundation
RBC Wealth Management
RBC Wealth Management, Foundation
Richard and Diane Cohen
Peter and Patsy Riley
James Schenck and Miriam Simmons
Stacy Schuett
Shakopee Mdewakanton Sioux Community
Siouxland Chamber Foundation
Edson and Valerie Spencer
Warren and Mary Lynn Staley
Joseph and Marcia Sullivan
Craig Swaggert and Tanna Moore
The Head Family Foundation
Albert and Parker Tronstel
*Emily Anne Tuttle
US Bank
Jeremy Waidman and Judith Belzer
Steven and Mary Watson
M. Patricia Wurst
Dorothea Zoteck

$1,000-$1,999
David Alligay and Melinda Look
Mark and Angie Anthony
Bruce and Martha Awater
Thomas and Mary Austin
Bassford Remele

*Deceased
Paul and LaVonne Batalden
BC Properties LLC
Judy and Jessica Becerra
Eugene Bogoian and Susan Wolfe
Rob Bras and Julie Matonich
Rob Bruce
Mark Butterbrodt
Terrance Carlson and Jeanette Leehr
Janet Coates
Richard and Judith Corson
Fuller and Constance Cowles
David and Vicki Cox
Dady & Gardner PA
Scott and Julia Dayton Klein
Amos and Sue Deinard
Dorsey and Whitney LLP
Downtown Dogs
Frazier and Heidi Eales
Michael and Patty Fenney
Benjamin and Rebecca Field
Ned Foster and Laura Tiffany
Brad Frederiksen and Laurie Rice
B.J. French
Friends of the Library
Russell and Margaret Getman Ludeke
Brian and Janel Goff
David Graves
Greene Espel PLLP
Alfred and Ingrid Harrison
Heins Mills and Olson PLC
Larry Hendrickson and Barbara Forster
Elizabeth Henry
Charles Johnson
Douglas and Linda Jones
Thomas and Marlene Kayser
Erwin and Miriam Kelin
Cliff and Susan Lake
Lakewood Media Group
Leslie Phillips Family Foundation
David and Diane Lilly
James Lockhart and Janie Mayer
Lommen Abdo Law Firm
Lurie LLP
Mark and Nancy Mammel
Mannie Jackson Center for Humanities
Edward and Judy Matonich
Bill Mauzy and Lucy Wieland
James McCarthy and Gloria Peterson
Jim and Candace McComb
Richard and Joyce McFarland
John and Theressa McKeon
McKnight Foundation
Bill and Martha McLaughlin
William Mease and Mary Thorpe
Metropolitan Airports Commission
Janet Meyer
John Michael and Kris Coleman
Nancy Middleton
Tom Muck and Vicki Ahl
Douglas and K.K. Neumann
Michael and Debra Newman
Stephen and Tamara O’Neil
Michael Pelican
Bryan and Beth Powell
Jeff Preiner
Premier Bank
Prospect Creek Foundation
Andrew and Karen Riebel
Robbins Arroyo LLP
Harold Roltenberg
Robert Rosenbaum and Maggie Gilbert
Herve and Jennifer Sarateau
Sauk Center Elementary Schools
Brian Schneider
Sears Importers Autos, Inc.
Daniel and Margaret Shulman
St. Croix Valley Foundation
Kevin Staunton and Maria Christu
Joanne Strakosch
Robert and Stephanie Stuart
Les and Karen Suzukamo
Michael and Megan Temte
Scott Taylor and Anne Hunter
The Sherwood Foundation
Peter and Ricki Thompson
Thompson Flanagan LLC
Training Magazine and Conferences
Frank and Toddie Trestman
Kent and Joanne Turner
University of Minnesota
University of Notre Dame
Thomas and Donna Utsumoiya
Karen Viskochil
Robert Walburn
Peter and Helen Warwick
Wells Fargo Business Banking
Edward Wilson
Michael Zweigbaum

$500-$999
Amherst H. Wilder Foundation/ St. Paul Promise Neighborhood
Matthew and Amy Anderson
Joanne Andre
Woodbury and Cynthia Andrews
Mike Arbeiter
Arthur Chapman Kettering Smetak & Pikaia PA
Barry and Sandra Baines
Larry and Ann Berie
Steve and Gail Brand
Brocade Communications Systems, Inc.
Brooklyn Center Rotary Foundation
Lloyd Carney
David and Susan Casper
Katherine Cole
Jane Cowles
Michael and Cathy Crane
Stefanie Cunningham
Edward and Sherry Ann Dayton
Duchesne Drew and Angela Davis
Edina Morningside Rotary Club Foundation
Carl and Molly Eller
Steve Eller and Nancy Roehr
Dale and Cathy Feste
Paul and Brenda Fischer
Richard and Patricia Fishel
Robert and Linda Fisher
Mary Gillespie
Clifford and Karyn Greene
Janet Hagberg
Richard and Carrie Higgins
William Hittler and Donna Watz
Penelope Hunt
John Kellholz
Craig Kvanne
David and Elizabeth Lee
Terry Lee and Deborah Hutchinson
James and Sharon Lewis
Bruce and Cheryl Little
Tom and Mari Lowe
Robert and Sara Lumpkins
Nick Lynn
David Macdonald
Matonich Law
Mattson, MacDonald, Young, Inc.
Ed McNagnahy and Margaret Telfer
Samuel and Patricia McCullough
Minnesota Council of Nonprofits
Charles and Gay Moldow
Jack and Chris Morrison
Sarah Mulligan
Jack and Nyice Myers
National Institute of Sports and Humanities
Navab Brothers Oriental Rug Company
James and Lorna Nelson
Tom and Rajala Nelson
Robert North and Carol McIntyre
Northern Lights Combined Federal Campaign
Daniel O’Fallon and Kathryn Timm
Jeff Oxley and Jean Delaney
Benjamin and Whitney Paar
George and Barbara Patic
Raymond and Donna Phillips
Walt Pickhardt and Sandy Resnick
Ron and Molly Poole
Sarah Rand
Gary A. Rooney
Amos Rosenbloom and Marsha McDonald
Fadi Santosa and Jan Kleinman
Scandia-Marine Lions Club
Tom and Patti Snadick
Hunter and Molly Simon
Ken and Sally Spence
Gary and Rita Stenson
Mark and Mary Streed
Keiko Sugisaka and Steve Webb
Delroy and Doris Thomas
THOR Construction
John and Amy Tillotson
Eric and Cheryl Umbles
Michael Van Cleve and Rebecca Iversen
*Mary and Mary Van Note
Renie and Eugene Watke
Eugene and Claudith Washington
Charles Weber and Laura Bishop
Ryan and Angela Wentz
Vivienne Williams

$250-$499
Ameriprise Financial
Anonymous (5)
Richard Barney
John and Nan Beard
Barbara Belew
Tom and Margit Berg
Wilda Campbell
Jenny Chemillo
Chuck & Don’s Pet & Food Supplies
Bill and Sharon Clapp
Cliff Bar Family Foundation
David and Wendy Coggins
Constance Mayeron and Charles Fuller Coughlin Foundation
Kenneth and Janel Cram
Samuel Deweese and Janet Bergeron

*Deceased
Richard Dublin and Catherine Madison
Robert and Mary Eichinger
Bruce Engler
Charles and Anne Ferrell
Gary and JoAnn Fink
William Flanagan and Nancy Zingale
Katherine Forbes
Dei and Mary Friesen Seitz
Gary Gardner and Helen Kivnick
Judith Gaviser
Bill Giles
Melissa Goodman
Windland and Brenda Hall
David Hammond and Karen Hering
Bill Hart
Wayne and Kari Hawkins
Mary Ellen Hennen
Denise Holder
Darius Homayounpour
John and Alice Horney
James and Ann Howard
William Hue and Laura Chalnoner
Ronald and Renee Hunter
Jim and Carole Hynes
Todd and Mary Jacobson
Benjamin Jacoby and Amanda Moua
John and Marica Jones
Patrick and Kathy Klingaman
Kowalski’s Markets
Dennis and Patricia Lalliberte
David and Peggy Lucas
Craig Luedemann and Mary Robishon
Seymour and Susan Mansfield
Jim Marshall and Sue Landwehr
Batala Ra McFarlane
David Miller and Leslie Livingston
Minneapolis Jewish Federation
Gary and Mary Jo Muellerleile
Sarah and Martin Nussbaum
David and Linda Nussbaum
Justin and Christine Page
Douglas and Katherine Panner
Jamal and Amy Raspöy
Patricia Ratelle
Jim Rege and Libby Larsen
Richard Rignell
Roger and Patricia Roe
Christian Scharfen
Tom Schneider
Charles Schuller
Jules and Joanne Schoiman
Phil and Barbara Shively
Bonnie Skelton
Wallace and Marilyn Small
Soltrnan
Robert and Joanna St. Clair
James Stai and Judith Conrad
Sheldon Sturgis and Joan Erickson
Joseph and Laura Svoboda
The Capital Club
Jane Thompson
Artika Tyner
University of St. Thomas
David and Marie Uppgaard
Craig Urban and Beth Lindahl Urban
Gregory and Ellen Weyandt
Whispering Bells Foundation
Charles Wikelius and Ann Bellows
Frank and Frances Wilkinson
Richard Wilson and Koleen Pitner
Pa Yong Xiong

$249 & UNDER
Andrew Aaberg
Rick and Karen Aberman
William Adams
Muno Adani
Eugene Affenita
John and June Alexander
John and Genesis Alexander
Dennis Alfveby
John Allen
C.S. Allin
Richard Allison
Matt Ammann
Dale Anderson
Evan and Nancy Anderson
Russell and Kristin Anderson
Anita Anderson
Tom Anderson
Barr and Louise Anderson
Gloria Anderson
Mark Anderson
Anonymous (30)
Fred and Jan Apple
Apple Inc.
Pamela Arnold
Steve and Jane Aulfuth
Peggy Baxalski
Leslie Baker
Edward and Paula Balisky
Debora Barron
Eric and Beth Barsness
Paul and Patricia Basbagill
Nicholas and Karen Baskul
Romaine Bayless
Robert and Kathleen Belden
Daniel Bell and Carolyn Risch
Anita Bellant
Gabriel Benedict
Bruce Benefic and Martha Eaves
Brian and Shelby Bennett
Janet Benson
Steve and Mandy Benton
Timothy Berg
Robert and Pamela Berkowitz
Chad and Stephanie Berry
Jill Besong
John Bess and Mary Bokubuchar
Shirley Bierma
Alexander and Sara Blood
Stuart and Carolyn Bloom
Margie Bodos
George and Mary Bodem
Randall Borchardt
Sam Bostrom
Jennifer Bowers
Mark Brandon
Josephine Bredeisen
Wendi Breuer
Jason and Heather Bristow
Reggie and Christine Brooks
Barr Brown
Mona Brown
Peter and Ellen Brown
Barbara Burleigh
Kevin and Lilian Burnett
Jon and Roxanne Butler
Nick Campanario and Noah Cooper
Steven and Catherine Carlson
Barbara Carlson
Nancy Carpenter

Timothy Carroll
Charles Casey and Barbara Muesing
Mark and Marcia Chernick
Walter and Dawn Chesley
Loren and Lourdes Clisiv
Ji Cho
Derek Christian
Betty Claussen
Jan Clymer
Combined Federal Campaign of the National Capital Area
Community Shares of Minnesota
Julia Cornelli-Smith
Hennepin County
Diane Cowdery
Heather Cracraft
Julia Craig
Frank and Patricia Crimi
Jill Dalbacka
Zaid Dannsa
Robert Davies
Phillip Davis
Nathaniel and Victoria Davis Khaliq
Mary Deever
Tom Dehler
Leonard Demmon
Thomas Dick
Mel Dickstein and Linda Foreman
Christopher and Peggy Dietzen
Maria Dillon
Bill Dolan and Jane Tilka
Doug and Katharine Donaldson
Mark Downey
Harley Dresner
Gregory Dubois
Judith Duran
David Dustard
Jerry and Gayle Dustard
Evelyn Dzubay
Susan Edwards
Donald Eischens
Michael and Betty Elson
John and Amelia Engberg
Jean Enloe
Becky Lynn Erickson
Peter and Cecelia Erickson
Robert and Nancy Erickson
Chris Eri
Luis Estrada Guzman
Thomas and Sarah Evenson
Francis Fallon
Robert Farsani
Michael and Ilana Favero
Troy Fellger
Maria Ferguson
John and Cheryl Fibby
David Finke
Christopher James Finnerly
Ray and Myra Fishman
Beverly Fitzgerald
Lawrence Fitzpatrick
Richard and Karen Folden
Edward Forbes
Larry and Toni Forsland
Daniel Frankowski
Donald and Arvonne Fraser
Wanda Frazier
Lewis and Betty Freeman
Rick and Kathryn Freimuth
Ian and Carol Frey
Ben Friesen and Karrin Piage
Michael Gallagher

2016-2017 Donors
*Deceased
Karen Manor
Rebecca and Michael Manthei
Aaron and Phyllis Mark
William and Candace Marx
Stuart and Martha Mason
Brian and Tricia Matzek
Maria Maughn
William and Susan McCarthy
Jean and Lisa McFarlin
Robert and Debra McFerrin
Chad and Jennifer McGuire
Tyler and Allana McIntosh
Rosemary McMonigal
Jeffrey McNaught and Lori Mittag
Neil and Gail Meyer
Tim Meyer
Christine Michaels
Microsoft
Gladya Mikola
Wendell and Marlene Miller
Beverly Miller
George Montague and Nan Dreher
Phil Montville and Andriana Abariotes
Robert Moore
Jack Moore
Luis and Janet Morales
Len Moretti
Theodore Morgan
James Morin and Christine Seber
Aaron Morrison and Claire Joubert
Patricia Muenzhuber
Mugunthan Mugundan
Geen Mui
Patricia Mullen
Judy Murakami
James Murphy
Franklin Myers
David Nardolillo
Mark Neiwender
Karin Nelsen
Ronald and Cathryn Nelson
Ivan and Linda Nemirov
Nerdery LLC
Sarah Nettleton
Alex Ngure
Thomas and Molly Niegawell
Tyler Noiz
Dan Nordby and Barbara Rawley
Louis Oberhauser
Coleman and Barbara O'Brien
John and Jean O'Connell
William O'Connor
Janice Olsen
Fred Olson and Elizabeth Brackett
Owen and Elizabeth O'Neill
Ashley Orman
David Ornelas
Charlotte Osborne
Mary Jo Parker
Douglas and Jeanne Paschal
Scott and Kristi Pearson
Seymour Pederson
Larkin Perese
John and Mary Periolat
Ryan Peterson
Bruce and Tania Peterson
Michael Phelps
Leanne Phinney
Hong Kham Phothirath
Mary Pickard
Steven Pincus and Michelle Strangis
Charles and Marietta Pitzele
Joan Hill
Edward and Peggy Plumer
Richard Polanski and Janet
MacKenzie Polanski
William and Pauline Posten
Lawrence Poston
John and Leah Powers
Kelly Priadka
Vikas Puri
Stephen and Sandy Quinn
Gladyse Randel
Anthony and Kathleen Reber
Robert and Audrey Rees
Donald and Jean Regan
Bob Rehren
Brett Reierman
John and Alice Reimann
Peggy Reinders
Karl Reinhard
Barbara Renshaw
Jeanne Reuter
K. and T. Rhoads
Thomas Rhodes
David Richardson
Kyle Robinson
Cindy Marie Robinson
John and Dianne Rodenberg
Katherine Rohe
Helen Rubenstein
Marjorie Ruch
Harvey and Sharon Rucker
Stephen F. Rufer
David Rusinko
William and Mary Ryan
Ryan Companies US, Inc.
Alan Sack
Craig Savage
Thomas and Jane Sawnor
Brody Schafer
Patricia Schafer
Cathy Schmeltz
Marilyn Schroeder
Michael Schwab
Tom and Pat Scott
Joan Semmer
Wayne and Anne Serkland
Henry and Kim Shadbolt
Philip and Katherine Shaffer
Kate Sharp
Eric and Joy Sheeleyson
Bradford and Adaline Shinkle
Jerry and Margaret Sims
Gerald Sims
Gwen and Karen Singleterry
Carol Skar
James and Jonella Slade
Richard Slowes and Laura Wilcox
Rolf Smeyb
Jarrett Smeyb
Steve and Diane Solomon
Sam Speath
Paulette Speed
Pat St. Peter
Bob Stanich and Jeanne Schlehe
State Bar Association of North Dakota
Douglas and Wendy Steele
Robert A. Stein
Walter and Cookie Stephany
James and Janice Stephenson
Karrin Stoehr
John and Marcia Stout
Peter Stratmoen
Timothy and Caren Streb
Jack and Barbara Strotman
Donna Svendsen
Mike and Sandy Swinroff
Charles Taliaferro and Jill Evans
Hazel Tanner
Robert and Tracey Taylor
Bob and Chris Tennessen
Lance Terro
Susan Thayer
Sean and Trina Thayer
The Norwegian Lutheran Memorial Church
Gayton Thompson
Thrivent Financial for Lutherans
Foundation
Jamie Tiedemann
Michael and Lori Tierney
Thomas Tinkham and Jacquelyn
Hauser
N. M. Tobler
John Tolbert
Charles Tombarge
Alexander Toupal
Aleigha Toussignant
Walter and Carolyn Trevis
Tom Trippett
John and Kathryn Tunheim
Linda Tysk
Haley Van Cleve
Mark and Sandra Vanden Ende
David and Lynn Vander Haar
Mai Xee Vang
Mary Vasily
Gary and Patty Vettleson
Viking Luncneon Club, Inc.
Vital Images, Inc.
Daglin and Mary Vonruden
Dwight and Jean Wagenius
Nancy Wagner
Thomas and Kathy Wagner
Dan and Karen Walczak Ahrens
Michael Walker
Kay Wangard
David and Ruth Waterbury
John and Janet Watson
David Wattergren and Gretchen Stein
Greg Wegel
Margaret Weiler
Wells Fargo
Steven Wells and Jane Scallen
Paul and Joan Wernick
Margaret Wesely
Raymond and Cheryl Weston
Penny Wheeler and Margaret Church
John and Betty White
Timothy Wild
Stephen Willett and Diane Pike
Elizabeth Williams
James Williams and Mary Foster
Abdesisi Wilson
Ivan and Virginia Wilson
Stanley Won
Adam and Hunter Wright
Elisabeth Wurtmann
John Wyant
Sophia Wyatt
Moua Xiong
Sue Yang
Andrea Yang
Daniel Yanico
Les and Joyce Young
AI and Sue Zelickson
Jon Zoller

IN-KIND GIFTS
A Couple of Gurus
Accladies Salon/Spa
Ai Vento
Rob and Carolyn Albright
Amelia & Holly's Compassionately
Crafted Canine Treats
Amlactin Skincare
Joan Andersen
Mark Anderson
Anonymous
Atlas Grill
Aurora Spa
Thomas and Mary Austin
Doug and Carole Baker
Thomas and Margaret Barrett
John and Nan Beard
Juan and Jessica Bucerra
Ben & Jerry's - South Minneapolis
Angus and Jo Bennett
Bent Paddle Brewing Company
Best Buy Company, Inc.
Bibelot Shops
Big Thrill Factory
BlackBlue
Jerry Blakey
Blink for Beauty
Blue Plate Restaurant Company
Body By Bowens
Bowlmor Eden Prairie
Brave New Workshop Comedy Theatre
Breadsmith
Brian Graham Salon
Cafe Latte
Callhoun Beach Framing
Ryan Calvin
Cannon River Winery
Canterbury Park
Carlson Rezidor Hotel Group
Lee and Jane Carlstrom
Chanhassen Dinner Theatres
Christos Greek Restaurant
Cocoa & Fig
Common Roots Catering
Como Friends
Continental Diamond
Courtyard Minneapolis Downtown
Crayola Experience Minneapolis
CSA & Pampered Pumpkin Patch
CSz Twin Cities
Dale Studio Photography
Scott and Julia Dayton Klein
Deer Run Golf Club
Gretchen DeGrood
John DeGrood
Shirley DeGrood
Steve DeGrood
Dehn's Garden
Bill Dolan and Jane Tilka
Donald and Cathy Donahue
Kevin and Elizabeth Dooley
Doolittle's Woodfire Grill
Becky Lynn Erickson
Gerald and Kathleen Erickson
Everlast Climbing
Express Press
Extreme Sandbox
John Farn and Kirsten Swanson
Maria Ferguson
Fired Up Studios
Joe and Barb Flood
Forage Modern Workshop
Fosa Swim School
Ned Foster and Laura Tiffany
French Meadow Bakery & Cafe
Gage
Galactic Pizza
Gandhi Manal
George and the Dragon
Gertens
Gene Goetz and Jan Conlin
Melissa Goodman
Lori Gordon
Grand Casino Mille Lacs
Grand Slam - Coon Rapids
Brent Grover
Guthrie Theater
Carole Hackenberg
John and Katerina Haley
Hammer Made
Andrew and Karen Hanson Riebel
Michael and Ramona Harristhal
Bill Hart
Haskell’s
Hiel’s Kitchen
Hennepin Lake Liquor
John and Amy Higgins
William Hittler and Donna Watz
Hollister Mansion
Hopkins Center for the Arts
Jonathan and Anna Horning Nygren
Hotel Ivy
Hubbard Broadcasting Foundation
Zenas and Susanne Hutcheson
InHarvest
Isadore Nut Company
Benjamin Jacoby and Amanda Moua
Stan and France Jacot
James Sewell Ballet
Jawahir Dance Company & The Cassandra School
Jax Cafe
Jensen’s Food and Cocktails
Jon Charles Salon
David and Jan Jones
Patrick and Carolyn Jones
Philip and Susan Jones
Michael and Rosemary Jordan
JPS Farms
Julia Knight, Inc.
Jungle Theater
Phyllis Kahn
Thomas Kane
Erwin and Miriam Kelen
Richard Knuth and Susan Albright
Kowalski’s Market
Kurt Mueller Design
Landmark Theatres
Lettuce Entertain You
Luci Restaurants
Robert and Sara Lumpkins
MaacPhai Center for Music
Vincent and Christine Maefsky
Mpls.St.Paul Magazine
Mall of America
Martin Patrick 3
Max’s
Jim and Candace McComb
Munir and Sophie Meghie
Antone and Genevieve Melton-Meaux
Merwin Liqueurs
Edward Jr. and Margaret A. Meyer
Peter Meyer
Rick Meyer
Mid-America Festivals
Mike Milburn
Mil City Museum
Minneapolis Institute of Arts
Minnesota Historical Society
Minnesota Landscape Arboretum
Minnesota Lynx
Minnesota Orchestra
Minnesota Public Radio
Minnesota State Fair
Minnesota Timberwolves Fastbreak Foundation
Minnesota Twins
Minnesota Vikings
Mixed Blood Theatre
Mont Du Lac Resort
Aaron Morrison and Claire Joubert
Mother Earth Gardens
Mu Performing Arts
Tom Muck and Vicki Ahl
Nash Frame Design
National Football League Foundation
Nightingale
Northrop University of Minnesota
Maria Ojile
Olives’s Fresh Pizza Bar
Ollu Dog Wash & Grooming Salon
Ordway Center for the Performing Arts
P.F. and Associates Interior Design
Pacifier - Edina
Justin and Christine Page
Mark and Shannon Palm
Park Tavern
Patina
Patrick Nau Photography
Scott and Kristi Pearson
Penumbra Theatre
Douglas and Virginia Peterson
Rebecca Peterson
Linda Picone
Pizza Luce
Pizzeria Lola
R. F. Moeller Jewelers
Red Balloon Bookshop
Red Cow
Paul and Mary Reyelts
Rick Bronson’s House of Comedy
Roller Garden
Robert Rosenbaum and Maggie Gilbert
Heilen Rubenstein
Sawtellee Restaurant
Jeffrey and Maiana Schmidt
Craig and Adrienne Schultz
Science Museum of Minnesota
Tom and Patti Shadick
Lee Sheehy and Cathy Lawrence
Sheila Morgan
Signal Garage Auto Care
Alan and Diane Sims Page
Russell and Jacqueline Smiley-Mosley
Sol Organix
Jill Sondergaard
Specs Optical
Spong PR
Sports Legends, Inc.
St. Paul Saints
James Stai and Judith Conrad
Stewarts Cafe Bar
John and Marcia Stout
Kay Studebaker
Les and Karen Suzukamo
Steve and Mary Swanson
Tangletown Gardens
Scott Taylor and Anne Hunter
The Museum of Russian Art
The Saint Paul Hotel
The Wellness Center
These Paws are Made for Walkin’ LLC
Thomason’s Cashew Brittle
Three Rivers Park District
Toro Giving Program
Travelers
Twin Town Guitars
University of Minnesota - Bee Lab
David and Marrissa Upin
Urban Growler Brewing Company
Vertical Endeavors - Minneapolis
Vitality Chiropractic
Walker Art Center
Warren MacKenzie
Tara Waynes and Kyra Luther
Charles Weber and Laura Bishop
Tim Whalen and Claire Canavan
Wild Mountain
Wild Rumpus
Wilderness Campgrounds
Wilderness Inquiry
Wine & Canvas
Wise Acre Eatery
Monty and Maryjo Woolf
Wooley’s Steakhouse
Wyndmere Naturals, Inc.
YogaMN
Craig and Kimberly Yolitz
Yum! Kitchen and Bakery
Zerorez

2016-2017 Donors

*Deceased
INDIVIDUALS
Anonymous (3)
Bruce and Martha Atwater
Tim and Doris Baylor
Bill Bieber and Helen Meyer
Gene Borgida and Susan Wolf
Karen Boros
Rob Bras and Julie Matonich
Bob Bruce
Terry Carlson and Jeanette Leehr
Michael and Ann Ciresi
Jan Clymer
Richard and Diane Cohen
Michael and Kris Coleman
Joel Conner and Rachel Jarosh
Dick and Judy Corson
Jay and Page Cowles
Russell Cowles
David and Vicki Cox
David Dayton
Scott and Julia Dayton Klein
Amos and Sue Deinor
Robert and Kristin Dudacek
Frazier and Heidi Eales
John Eilberg and Susan Kline
Gerald and Kay Erickson
Ben and Becky Field
Ned Foster and Laura Tiffany
Brad Frederiksen and Laurie Rice
B.J. French
John and Martha Gabbert
Jim and Mary Gilbert
Gene Goetz and Jan Conlin
John and Carol Green
Steve and Roxane Gudeman
Sam and Mirja Hanson
Van and Liz Hawn
Tom and Janine Heffelfinger
Larry Hendrickson and Barbara Forster
Winfred Hoppert
Jonathan and Anna Horning Nygren
Benjamin Jacoby and Amanda Moua
Ray and Susan Johnson
David and Jan Jones
Philip and Susan Jones
Phyllis Kahn
Tom and Marlene Kayser
Erwin and Miriam Kelen
Judith Koch
Fred and Kay Krebbiel
Cliff and Susan Lake
Al and Kathy Lenzmeier
Randy and Petrina Levy
David and Diane Lilly
Lee Lynch and Terry Saario
Mark and Nancy Mammel
Jim Marshall and Susan Landwehr
Dennis and Gail Mathisen
Bill Mauzy and Lucy Wieland
Jim McCarthy and Gloria Peterson
Samuel and Patty McCullough
Richard (Dick) and Joyce McFarland
Bill and Martha McLaughlin
Munir and Sophie Meghjee
Ron and Kim Meshbesheer
Laura Miles
John and Sheila Morgan
Doug and K.K. Neimann
Stuart and Kate Nielsen
Bill and Sue Payne
Jim and Donna Pohlad
Matt and Sarah Rand
Paul and Mary Reyett
Harold Rotenberg
Robert Rosenbaum and Maggie Gilbert
Robert and Sharon Ryan
Herve and Jennifer Sarateau
Jeffrey and Malana Schmidt
Lee Sheehy and Cathy Lawrence
Daniel and Margaret Shulman
Gregory and Amanda Simpson
Irving Sims
Alan and Diane Sims Page
Jim and Jan Singal
Jesse and Linda Singh
John and Marsha Souchery
Ed and Valerie Spencer
Craig Swaggert and Tanna Moore
Joseph and Cecelia Szurszewski
Thomas A. Keller, Ill
Frank and Toodie Trestman
Jeanne Vogt
Roberta Waiburn
Maxine Wallin
Peter and Helen Warwick
Wheelock Whitney and Kathleen Blatz
David Wilson and Michael Peterman
Rufus and Elizabeth Winton
William Yang

COMPANY/ORGANIZATION
3M
Amelia and Holly's Compassionately Gifted Canine Treats
Baker Tilly
Bassford Remele
BC Properties LLC
Bellisio Foods
Best Buy Company, Inc.
Blackwell Burke PA
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Minnesota
Briggs and Morgan
Capella University
Cargill
Christensen Group, Inc.
Ciresi Conlin LLP
Dady & Gardner PA
Delta Dental of Minnesota
Dorsey and Whitney LLP
Downtown Dogs
DTI Global
Express Press
Faegre Baker Daniels
Finish Line Wellness
Fredrikson & Byron PA
Fulton Brewery
Gaskins, Bennett, Birrell, Schupp LLP
Gray Plant Mooty
Greene Espel PLLP
Gustafson Gluek PLLC
Heims Mills Olson PLC
Holiday Companies
Hubbard Broadcasting, Inc.
Humana
iDrive Mobile Advertising
Health Innovative Solutions
Jack Links
Kelley, Wolter & Scott PA
Kurt Mueller Design
Kwik Trip, Inc.
Lakewood Media Group LLC
Lindquist and Vennum LLP
Lockridge Grindal Nauen PLLP
Lommen Abdo PA
Loram
Lurie LLP
Maslon LLP
Matonich and Persson/Matonich Law
Meagher and Geer PLLP
Medtronic
Merrill Corporation
Meshbesheer & Spence
Metropolitan Airports Commission
Minnesota Chapter of the NFL Alumni
Minnesota Private College Council
Minnesota Public Radio
Minnesota Vikings
Minnesota Women Lawyers
Mosaic
Mpls.St.Paul Magazine
Mueting, Raasch & Gebhardt PA
National Football League
Nilan Johnson Lewis PA
Northern Tier Energy
Patterson Companies
Quantitative Asset Management
RBC Wealth Management
Robbins Arroyo LLP
Robins Kaplan LLP
Schwebel Goetz & Sieben
Sears Imported Autos, Inc.
Shakopee Mdewakanton Sioux Community
Solutran
Spong PR
St. Jude Medical/Abbott
Sun Country Airlines
TCF Bank
TCF Foundation
Thompson Flanagan & Co. LLC
Thomson Reuters
Thrivent Financial
Travelers
Tria Orthopaedic Center
US Bank
UnitedHealth Group
United Health Foundation
Urban Tails Pet Supply
V3 Sports
Voya Foundation
Wells Fargo Business Banking
Winthrop & Weinstine
Zimmerman Reed LLP

FOUNDATIONS/FUNDS
Arthur T. Erickson Foundation
Douglas and Wendy Dayton Foundation
Edward Meyer Family
Leslie Phillips Family Foundation
Miles Family Foundation
The Cowies Family
The Edward J. Phillips Family Foundation
The Head Family Foundation